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Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools
to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is
going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
CSAs or farmers' markets? Upcycling or freecycling?
Carpools or staycations? All of the above? They're all great
choices - but how do you decide where your family's time and
energy is best spent? In Happy-Go-Local, Linsly Donnelly
shares countless ideas from her own experience in living
locally to help you raise a happy and sustainable family. From
community swaps to cooking co-ops, her approachable, stepby-step style will inspire you to make changes that bring your
family, neighborhood, and town together - one compost pile
at a time. Featuring interviews and tips from professionals in
the sustainable movement, this all-in-one guide takes the
guesswork out of living locally - and is one item you won't
want to recycle!
The news media play a vital role in keeping the public
informed and maintaining democratic processes. But that
essential function has come under threat as emerging
technologies and changing social trends, sped up by global
economic turmoil, have disrupted traditional business models
and practices, creating a financial crisis. Quality journalism is
expensive to produce - so how will it survive as current
sources of revenue shrink? Funding Journalism in the Digital
Age not only explores the current challenges, but also
provides a comprehensive look at business models and
strategies that could sustain the news industry as it makes
the transition from print and broadcast distribution to primarily
digital platforms. The authors bring widespread international
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journalism experience to provide a global perspective on how
news organizations are evolving, investigating innovative
commercial projects in the United States, United Kingdom,
Australia, Norway, South Korea, Singapore and elsewhere.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed postproceedings of the 16th International Workshop on Security
Protocols, SP 2008, held in Cambridge, UK, in April 2008.
The 17 revised full papers presented together with edited
transcriptions of some of the discussions following the
presentations have gone through multiple rounds of
reviewing, revision, and selection. The theme of this
workshop was “Remodelling the Attacker” with the intention
to tell the students at the start of a security course that it is
very important to model the attacker, but like most advice to
the young, this is an oversimplification. Shouldn’t the
attacker’s capability be an output of the design process as
well as an input? The papers and discussions in this volume
examine the theme from the standpoint of various different
applications and adversaries.
The mobile display industry has witnessed rapid growth, in
both volume and diversification, in recent years. This trend is
expected to persist with continued consumer demand for
mobile communications and computing applications. Mobile
displays are now integral to a wide range of devices such as
MP3 players, digital cameras, PDAs, GPS map readers,
portable DVD players, and electronic books, as well as the
ubiquitous mobile phone and laptop computers. This
proliferation of products has fuelled a significant investment
into the research and development of the mobile display, with
key research laboratories across the display industry and
academia producing many exciting technological
advancements. With contributions from well-known experts, in
both industry and academia, this book presents a
comprehensive coverage of the mobile display in a single
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volume. Ranging from an in-depth analysis of the
requirements that the displays must meet, through current
devices, to emerging technologies, the text features: mobile
environment and human-factor considerations for the display;
advances in the incumbent active matrix liquid crystal display
(AMLCD) technologies; backlighting and light manipulation
techniques; mobile display driver electronics and interface
technologies; emerging technologies including active matrix
organic light emitting diode (AMOLED), electronic paper
displays, and system-on-glass (SOG) developments;
application developments in eyewear, mobile projector, and
3D displays. Mobile Displays: Technology and Applications
presents, in addition to the fundamentals, a detailed update
on state-of-the-art advancements. It is an invaluable resource
for practicing electronics and display engineers working on
the development of mobile displays and their applications. It
is also an extensive reference for graduates taking special
courses in display technologies. The Society for Information
Display (SID) is an international society, which has the aim of
encouraging the development of all aspects of the field of
information display. Complementary to the aims of the
society, the Wiley-SID series is intended to explain the latest
developments in information display technology at a
professional level. The broad scope of the series addresses
all facets of information displays from technical aspects
through systems and prototypes to standards and
ergonomics
"This volume is issue in the hope that it may be useful to art
students. It includes the entire series of Flaxman's
compositions in illustration of the Tragedies of
Aeschylus."--Publisher's notice.
Book Marketing DeMystified: SELF-PUBLISHING SUCCESS
Do you want to sell more copies of your self-published book?
Of course you do. This book reveals "how" you will achieve
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publishing success. Discover which sales and marketing
tactics are creating results for other authors. Learn how the
modern book publishing industry actually functions, including
little-known practices that could hold the key to your
profitability. Each concept is explained and illustrated with
inspiring true-life stories of authors who have achieved
success on their own terms. Book Marketing DeMystified:
SELF-PUBLISHING SUCCESS is based on 10 months of
interviews with industry insiders and bestselling indie (selfpublishing) authors who have used iUniverse, Xlibris,
Trafford, Lulu and other services, or have done it all on their
own. Learn how one author sold over one million copies,
hardly any of those through bookstores. Each author reveals
the hits and misses of sales and marketing where innovation
and clever choices bring best results and satisfaction. In this
book, author Bruce Batchelor -- who invented the print-ondemand publishing process that has enabled indie authors to
sell tens of millions of books -- helps you pick "which specific
marketing efforts will be most time-efficient and cost-effective
for you, your book and your purpose." By creating the right
marketing mix, you will be successful in selling your book
"and" will enjoy yourself along the way! About author BRUCE
BATCHELOR A bestselling author, Bruce speaks at writers
conferences and consults to the publishing industry. He is the
editor and CEO at Agio Publishing House and lives with his
wife and son in Victoria, BC, Canada.

While buying and selling goods and services once
necessitated a face-to-face transaction, much of the
commerce we now undertake is completely
electronic. Recent advances in electronic and mobile
commerce, precipitated by innovations in technology
and user acceptance, have led to subsequent
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changes in individual and organizational behavior. ECommerce Trends for Organizational Advancement:
New Applications and Methods gathers essential
research on the changing face of commerce,
investigating the development, delivery, and
perception of e- and m- commerce systems and
tools.
The internet has totally revolutionized the practice of
public relations. This revolution has not only affected
the way PR professionals communicate but has
changed the nature of communication itself. This
thoroughly revised, second edition of Online Public
Relations shows readers how to use this potent and
energizing medium intelligently and effectively. David
Phillips explores the growth of social media sites
such as Facebook, MySpace, Bebo, Flickr etc, and
of virtual environments, virtual communities,
information sharing sites and blogs. PR practitioners
must now explore and experiment with new
technologies and new ways of thinking to get their
message across - and an environment which has
been made far more transparent, due to social
media. Other topics covered include new models of
information exchange, commercial implications of
the internet, how social media impacts on PR
strategy, developing online PR strategies, risks and
opportunities and CSR. This second edition is a
timely and authoritative overview of the new online
PR. Any PR professional wanting to conduct
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business in the modern interconnected world will
regard this book as a must.
This book provides an overview and analysis of
current and emerging trends of the use and
development of the e-book. Readers will learn best
practices to guide them in developing library policies
and procedures involving the acquisition, purchase,
collection development, cataloguing and retention of
e-books.
The movement toward greater openness represents
a change of philosophy, ethos, and government and
a set of interrelated and complex changes that
transform markets altering the modes of production
and consumption, ushering in a new era based on
the values of openness: an ethic of sharing and peerto-peer collaboration enabled through new
architectures of participation. These changes
indicate a broader shift from the underlying industrial
mode of production—a “productionist”
metaphysics—to a postindustrial mode of
consumption as use, reuse, and modification where
new logics of social media structure different
patterns of cultural consumption and symbolic
analysis becomes a habitual and daily creative
activity. The economics of openness constructs a
new language of “presuming” and “produsage” in
order to capture the open participation, collective cocreativity, communal evaluation, and commonsbased production of social and public goods.
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Information is the vital element in the “new” politics
and economy that links space, knowledge, and
capital in networked practices and freedom is the
essential ingredient in this equation if these network
practices are to develop or transform themselves
into 'knowledge cultures'. The Virtues of Openness
investigates the social processes and policies that
foster openness as an overriding educational value
evidenced in the growth of open source, open
access, and open education and their convergences
that characterize global knowledge communities.
The book argues that openness seems also to
suggest political transparency and the norms of open
inquiry, indeed, even democracy itself as both the
basis of the logic of inquiry and the dissemination of
its results. The Virtues of Openness examines the
complex history of the concept of the open society
before beginning a systematic investigation of
openness in relation to the book, the “open text” and
the written word. These changes are discussed in
relation to the development of new open spaces of
scholarship with their impact upon open journal
systems, open peer review, open science, and the
open global digital economy.
We live in the age of cell phones, iPads and
netbooks, where gadgets are everywhere, and many
people use one at nearly every waking moment. The
newest gadgets don't often come cheap, and a poor
investment can be costly for an institution like a
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library.In this issue of Library Technology Reports,
eminent blogger and library technology expert Jason
Griffey provides a comprehensive guide to the
present and future of modern gadgets, and how they
can fit in to any librarian's plan for a high-tech future.
From e-readers to cameras and audio recorders to
the iPad, Jason provides insight into what these
devices can do, how much they cost, and how
librarians can use them to enhance their facilities
and service.
With the increasing reliance on digital means to
transact goods that are retail and communication
based, e-services continue to develop as key
applications for business, finance, industry and
innovation.Electronic Services: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools and Applications is an allinclusive research collection covering the latest
studies on the consumption, delivery and availability
of e-services. This multi-volume book contains over
100 articles, making it an essential reference for the
evolving e-services discipline.
E-book content, devices, and services have created
challenges for libraries-- as well as opportunities.
Because the e-book playing field is constantly
changing, any predictions are, at best, tenuous.
Librarians must be resilient in order to manage-- and
not be managed by-- e-books and their progenies.
Explores and recommends notable blogs that review
books and discusses how the Internet has changed
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the book industry.
Selling Rights has firmly established itself as the
leading guide to all aspects of rights sales and copublications throughout the world. The seventh
edition is substantially updated to illustrate the
changes in rights in relation to new technologies and
legal developments in the United Kingdom and the
rest of the world. This fully revised and updated
edition includes: coverage of the full range of
potential rights from English-language territorial
rights through to serial rights, permissions, rights for
the reading-impaired, translation rights,
dramatization and documentary rights, electronic
and multimedia rights More detailed coverage of
Creative Commons and Open Access The aftermath
of the Digital Economy Act 2010, the Hooper Report
and new UK Statutory Instruments affecting
copyright Updated coverage of book fairs The
implications of adding e-book rights to print licences
A separate chapter on collective licensing via
Reproduction Rights Organizations The impact of
new electronic hardware (e-readers, tablets, mobile
phones) – the distinction between sales and licences
the rights implications of acquisitions, mergers and
disposals updates on serial rights, including online
New appendices listing territories normally sought as
exclusive by UK publishers and a glossary of rights
specific terms. Selling Rights is an essential
reference tool and an accessible and illuminating
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guide to current and future issues for rights
professionals and students of publishing.
This thoroughly revised and updated full-color text
covers the most current multimedia tools,
techniques, and technologies, including Web and
mobile content design and delivery Multimedia:
Making It Work, Eighth Edition teaches fundamental
multimedia concepts and shows you the process of
managing multimedia production. Beginning with the
essential multimedia building blocks of text, images,
sound, animation, and video, the book educates you
on the business of making multimedia. Project
planning, costs, design, production, talent
acquisition, testing, and delivery are also covered.
Discussions of the most up-to-date technologies run
throughout the chapters, with coverage of
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), the
architecture for multimedia content delivery used in
mobile devices. Lab projects have been updated
with applications of multimedia on the Web, such as
shooting videos on a cell phone and uploading the
results to websites. Both Windows and Mac
environments are covered. Starting with this edition,
software tools will be drawn from Open Source and
shareware. Each chapter of the text focuses on
highlighted learning objectives and includes chapter
summaries, key term lists, end-of-chapter quizzes,
and lab projects. Multimedia: Making It Work, Eighth
Edition features: New coverage of Multimedia
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Messaging Service (MMS), the architecture for
multimedia content delivery to mobile devices
Updated lab projects that feature multimedia Web
applications A focus on open source software tools
Free Online Learning Center with two user
interfaces: student interface includes objectives and
links to chapter quizzes; instructor interface hosts
instructor’s guide, course syllabus, end-of-chapter
question solutions, PowerPoint slides, and a link to
an EZ Test test bank. CD-ROM with all the chapter
review questions from the book in a practice test
application and trial versions of different multimedia
software All-inclusive coverage: What is Multimedia;
Text; Images; Sound; Animation; Video; Making
Multimedia; Multimedia Skills; Planning and Costing;
Design and Production; Content and Talent; The
Internet and Multimedia; Designing for the Web;
Delivering
Despite the fact that e-books have been in existence
for decades in various guises and added to library
collections for several years now, there has been a
noticeable lack of published manuals on the subject.
This is doubtless owing to the rapidly evolving nature
of the market. There is now a plethora of different
types of digital object that may be termed 'e-books'
and a bewildering number of business and access
models to match. Moreover the pace of change
shows no sign of abating, but there is an increasing
amount of popular interest in e-books, and what is
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needed is practical information to assist library and
information professionals managing collections of ebooks and doing their best to inform their users right
now. The book is divided into five parts: The
production and distribution of e-books Planning and
developing an e-book collection Delivering e-books
to library readers Engaging readers with e-books
The future of e-books. Virginia Havergal BA(Hons)
MSc MEd FIFL is a Learning Centres and eResources Manager for Petroc, a further education
college in Devon. Prior to this role she was an eLearning Advisor with JISC, with a particular focus
on Learning Resources. Kate Price BA(Hons) MA
MCLIP is Head of E-Strategy and Resources at the
University of Surrey.
Questo testo propone uno spaccato sul panorama
dell'editoria digitale, illustrando i presupposti che ne
favoriscono la diffusione e analizzando nel dettaglio
linguaggi, formati, dispositivi e concrete esperienze
editoriali, con un occhio di riguardo ai problemi
pratici legati alla produzione dei libri digitali e ad
alcune criticità come quelle poste - per esempio - dal
copyright. Queste le domande intorno a cui si
sviluppa il discorso: cos'è l'editoria digitale? Su quali
prodotti si concentra? Come vengono distribuiti? In
quali formati? Come cambia il flusso di lavoro sul
contenuto? Al centro una riflessione sull'alternativa
tra libri stampati e libri elettronici, e un'analisi sulle
possibilità offerte da nuove tecnologie per la
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presentazione dei contenuti. Senza dimenticare che
attraverso il Web e i motori di ricerca "trovare e
leggere" è diventato più semplice e veloce. Un libro
per riconsiderare il processo che porta un contenuto
al lettore. In pratica per imparare a fare "editoria
digitale".
{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg1252\deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss\fprq2\
fcharset0 Arial;}{\f1\fnil\fcharset0 Arial;}} {\colortbl
;\red0\green0\blue0;}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\cf1\lang1033\i\f0\fs20 The Way
the World Works\i0 , Nicholson Baker's ranges over
the map of life to examine what ails us, what eases
our pain, and what gives us joy. Baker-recently
hailed as "one of the most consistently enticing
writers of our time" by \i The New York Times\i0
-moves from political controversy to the intimacy of
his own life, from forgotten heroes of pacifism to
airplane wings, telephones, paper mills, David
Remnick, Joseph Pulitzer, the OED, and the
manufacture of the Venetian gondola. In one essay,
Baker surveys our fascination with video games
while attempting to beat his teenage son at Modern
Warfare 2; in a celebrated essay on Wikipedia, he
describes his efforts to stem the tide of encyclopedic
deletionism. Through all these pieces Baker shines
the light of an inexpugnable curiosity; \i The Way the
World Works \i0 is a keen-minded, generous-spirited
compendium by a modern American
master.\cf0\lang2057\f1 \fs18 \par
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\cf1\lang1033\i\f0\fs20 \par }
You wrote a book. Very nice. But you didn't write to
keep it for you. You should publish it. The problem is
that the publishers charge high prices for some
authors pockets, and do it objectively, due to the
high cost of printing. But you allowed that luxury, and
now you have a printed book, with you as the author.
You can keep hundreds or thousands of volumes in
your personal library and give it as a gift to your
friends in special occasions, or try to distribute in
various libraries. You managed to distribute it, the
book is beautifully placed in shelves. In time, dust is
spread on covers. After a while, the book is
withdrawn. It remains to use it as decoration at
home, or support for various household items. But
lucky for you, there is an alternative, cheaper and
more effective, in selling your book: e-Books! e-Book
and online publishing market has evolved rapidly in
recent years, and a lot of companies have entered
this market, as publishers, online bookstores, or
promoting e-books.
The information professions - librarianship, archives,
publishing and, to some extent, journalism - have been
rocked by the digital transition that has led to
disintermediation, easy access and massive information
choice. Professional skills are increasingly being performed
without the necessary context, rationale and understanding.
Information now forms a consumer commodity with many
diverse information producers engaged in the market. It is
generally the lack of recognition of this fact amongst the
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information professions that explains the difficulties they find
themselves in. There is a need for a new belief system that
will help information professionals survive and engage in a
ubiquitous information environment, where they are no longer
the dominant players, nor, indeed, the suppliers of first
choice. The purpose of this thought-provoking book is to
provide that overarching vision, built on hard evidence rather
than PowerPoint 'puff'. The authors of the acclaimed CIBER
Google Generation study, and an international, cross-sectoral
team of contributors has assembled together for this purpose.
Key strategic areas covered include: the digital consumer: an
introduction and philosophy the digital information
marketplace and its economics: the end of exclusivity the eshopper: the growth of the informed purchaser the library in
the digital age the psychology of the digital information
consumer the information-seeking behaviour of the digital
consumer: case study - the virtual scholar the Google
generation: myths and realities about young people's digital
information behaviour trends in digital information
consumption and the future where do we go from here?
Readership: No information professional or student can afford
not to read this far-reaching and important book.
An examination of the aesthetic qualities of the Homeric
simile
Interest in m-library services has grown exponentially in the
last five years, as libraries are recognizing the potential of
ubiquitous and increasingly sophisticated mobile devices.
Building on the highly regarded M-Libraries: libraries on the
move to provide virtual access, this new book brings together
research and case studies from all corners of the globe on
the development and delivery of library services and content
to mobile devices. Based on the proceedings of the Second
International M-Libraries Conference held in Vancouver, this
new collection of contributions from authorities in the field
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serves to demonstrate the ingenuity and creativity of
developers and service providers in this area, ranging from
the innovative application of basic mobile phone technology
to provide information services in remote parts of the globe
lacking internet access, to the development of new tools and
technologies which harness the full functionality of popular
mobile phones. Key topics include: enhancing library access
through the use of mobile technology the university library
digital reading room mobile access for workplace and
language training the role of an agent supplying content on
mobile devices cyberlearning and reference services via
mobile devices podcasting as an outreach tool service
models for information therapy services delivered to mobiles
bibliographic ontology and e-books health literacy and healthy
action in the connected age a collaborative approach to
support flexible, blended and technology-enhanced learning
The collection demonstrates the emergence of an evidence
base for m-libraries, with a number of contributions presenting
the results of user surveys and studies of user behaviour.
Readership: This highly topical book should be read by
information professionals in all sectors, and by policy makers,
researchers, developers, publishers and suppliers. It will also
be of great interest to library and information studies students
and newcomers to the profession.
Advances in Information Technology Research and
Application / 2012 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that
delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information
about Information Technology. The editors have built
Advances in Information Technology Research and
Application / 2012 Edition on the vast information databases
of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about
Information Technology in this eBook to be deeper than what
you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently
reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of
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Advances in Information Technology Research and
Application / 2012 Edition has been produced by the world’s
leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions,
and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed
sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the
editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from
us. You now have a source you can cite with authority,
confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Eye Tracking for User Experience Design explores the many
applications of eye tracking to better understand how users
view and interact with technology. Ten leading experts in eye
tracking discuss how they have taken advantage of this new
technology to understand, design, and evaluate user
experience. Real-world stories are included from these
experts who have used eye tracking during the design and
development of products ranging from information websites to
immersive games. They also explore recent advances in the
technology which tracks how users interact with mobile
devices, large-screen displays and video game consoles.
Methods for combining eye tracking with other research
techniques for a more holistic understanding of the user
experience are discussed. This is an invaluable resource to
those who want to learn how eye tracking can be used to
better understand and design for their users. Includes highly
relevant examples and information for those who perform
user research and design interactive experiences Written by
numerous experts in user experience and eye tracking. Highly
relevant to anyone interested in eye tracking & UX design
Features contemporary eye tracking research emphasizing
the latest uses of eye tracking technology in the user
experience industry.
Winner of a 2013 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Award
The third edition of a groundbreaking reference, The HumanPage 17/20
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Computer Interaction Handbook: Fundamentals, Evolving
Technologies, and Emerging Applications raises the bar for
handbooks in this field. It is the largest, most complete
compilation of HCI theories, principles, advances, case st
Content Licensing is a wide-ranging and comprehensive
guide to providing content for dissemination electronically. It
outlines a step-by-step introduction to the why, how, and
frequently asked questions of digital content and how to
license it. In addition, it examines the context in which
licensing takes place. What makes the book unique is that it
examines licensing from a range of perspectives. Practical
tips for cost-effective licensing Guidance on how to ensure
the most effective use is made of electronic resources
Invaluable for publishers, libraries and distributors
Written as a technology guide for students, practitioners, and
administrators, the focus of this book is on introducing current
and future trends in library technology and automation within
the larger context of strategic and systems planning,
implementation, and continuous improvement. Technology is
an essential resource for attaining both organizational and
patron goals, and planning needs to emphasize the alignment
between the clearly defined goals of each. For this alignment
to occur on a consistent basis goals must be designed, or
engineered, in a systematic fashion where technology fulfils
the need to deliver the desired outcomes in an efficient, costeffective manner. The concept of usability engineering is also
examined, where the technology is planned, designed, and
implemented in such a way as to maximize utility and ease-ofuse for users and employees. Readers of this book will
understand both the why and the how of library technology,
planning, and implementation articulated in a simple, easy-tounderstand fashion. Delivered from academic, public, and
school library media perspectives Current and emerging
technologies are discussed along with their current and future
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application in the field of library and information science
Technology planning and integration is explained using a
systems design process with scenarios and case studies that
are articulated in a step-wise, holistic fashion
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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In light of emerging forms of software, interfaces, cultures of
uses, and media practices associated with mobile media, this
collection investigates the various ways in which mobile
media is developing in different cultural, linguistic, social, and
national settings. Specifically, contributors consider the
promises and politics of mobile media and its role in the
dynamic social and gender relations configured in the
boundaries between public and private spheres. The
collection is genuinely interdisciplinary, as well as
international in its range, with contributors and studies from
China, Japan, Korea, Italy, Norway, France, Belgium, Britain,
and Australia.
An astronaut returns to Earth after a ten-year mission and
finds a society that he barely recognizes. Stanis?aw Lem's
Return from the Stars recounts the experiences of Hal Bregg,
an astronaut who returns from an exploratory mission that
lasted ten years—although because of time dilation, 127 years
have passed on Earth. Bregg finds a society that he hardly
recognizes, in which danger has been eradicated. Children
are “betrizated” to remove all aggression and violence—a
process that also removes all impulse to take risks and
explore. The people of Earth view Bregg and his crew as
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“resuscitated Neanderthals,” and pressure them to undergo
betrization. Bregg has serious difficulty in navigating the new
social mores. While Lem's depiction of a risk-free society is
bleak, he does not portray Bregg and his fellow astronauts as
heroes. Indeed, faced with no opposition to his aggression,
Bregg behaves abominably. He is faced with a choice: leave
Earth again and hope to return to a different society in several
hundred years, or stay on Earth and learn to be content. With
Return from the Stars, Lem shows the shifting boundaries
between utopia and dystopia.
"This 10-volume compilation of authoritative, research-based
articles contributed by thousands of researchers and experts
from all over the world emphasized modern issues and the
presentation of potential opportunities, prospective solutions,
and future directions in the field of information science and
technology"--Provided by publisher.
This title draws together international authorities to explore
the variety of work that libraries are doing across the world to
deliver resources to users via mobile and hand-held devices.
Based on the proceedings of the Third International MLibraries Conference held in Brisbane in May 2011, this
draws together cutting-edge international contributions from
the leading authorities in the field. The main strands of
discussion include: • mobile services and their development •
mobile users, their behaviour and requirements • emerging
technical developments including new platforms, devices and
applications • strategy and infrastructure developments at
national level • reflections and feedback on new service
models • local innovation. Readership: Information
professionals in all sectors, policy makers, researchers,
developers, publishers, suppliers, LIS students and new
professionals.
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